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East-Projects is proud to present “Arena”, a group exhibition curated by Bjorn Stern, 
compiled of five emerging artists from the US and Switzerland which aims to present and to examine the idea of 
competition, sports, choreography, spectacle and ceremony in current art making.  

—-  
The word Arena derives from Latin “Harena”, a very fine-grained sand that covered the floor of ancient arenas, such as the 
Colosseum in Rome, in order to absorb blood. Historically, the arena was the venue where gladiator combats and public 
entertainment went hand in hand.   

The emerging artists presented here, among many other artists in contemporary cultural production, converge in a new form 
of arena, which is that of social media and it’s many sub-cultures. The audience populating this arena take the form of 
(followers), the representation of the players (artists) and the mediators, who give out yellow or red cards (galleries, critics, 
museums and curators). The goal is to be seen, to be heard, to agitate and perhaps more than anything - to engage in acts of 
self-reference.  

The online world has uploaded trillions of images in recent years and continue to do so in an ever faster pace - images 
which all aspire to be something: To be interesting, or amusing, or frightening, or special or perhaps just attention seeking. 
New ism’s and off-shoots in art parlance are already emerging from this past decade of infinite social media sharing. A.I. 
generated Art, Meme’ism, Post-digital Pop, Augmented reality, Identity Politics, to mention a few.  

Due to spatial constraints offered to art across social media and mainly through hand held devices, any image must be 
altered, omitted and augmented to enable it to run the competitive gauntlet of appearing as appealing as possible. 

This can be likened with the audience across a monumental arena, who partake in a spectacle, but where the actual action on 
the ground and ‘in the bloodied sand of reality’ may be perceived as distant and disconnected. The arena that has then been 
set in contemporaneity and it’s presentation of visual culture, while more far reaching than ever before in history, has also 
been impeded by it’s own delivery system in its’ representation of the real and as such has become the opposite: 
‘minumental’. It’s a strange proposition indeed, but also affecting the many psychologies of the online self, both the 
subservient and the competitive.      

As big data inside social media gather and then translate more and more authentic creative production to quantify 
algorithms that manages to mimic such creative processes by its own account, a peculiar competition, or perhaps better 
argued, a peculiar evolution, is taking place. The dryly transactional and bluntly competitive across creative production is 
thus revealed and it encompasses both human original creativity as well as it’s digital facsimile and mimetic algorithms.  

To exist on social media as an artist today, offers conceptual limitations. This can be an interesting challenge for many and 
some have adapted various modes of production in order to respond to this limitation and more yet have acted in defiance to 
it. The artists chosen here operate with a critical distance to the social media platform but gleefully co-opt its framework to 
form a basis for their work. 
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—-Krystofer Kimmel’s most recent body of work in paintings and drawings are in response to late night bootleg 
streamings of Soccer on his old iPad. Tapping into the substrates of free online streaming and it’s perils, these digital 
transmissions are uncertain and sometimes filled with bugs, causing many screen distortions and delayed imagery. Krystofer 
Kimmel uses this information in a direct painterly way by screen grabbing the glitches in transmission of the soccer game 
and it’s players across the field and transfers them back to paintings and drawings. The strangeness of this corrupted 
imagery is thus incorporated into Kimmel’s practice as an additional painterly tool. 

Brandon Lipchik is is triggered by the digital processes that precede his completed paintings. One can argue that the 
painterly ‘pentimenti’ in his works have already taken place in the computer programs he has devised to imagine the 
outcome of his finished work. The results are sleek, elegant and detached paintings that appear floating and carefree across 
the pictorial plane, but whose content speak of longing, yearning and unanswered acts from ideal bodies and of faultless 
objects. The painterly combinations are often pleasantly surprising, but they hide more harrowing emotions underneath their 
digital veneer. 

Jillian Mayer is an artist and filmmaker living in South Florida. 
Through videos, online experiences, photography, telephone numbers, performance, sculpture and installation, Mayer’s 
work explores how technology affects our identities, lives and experiences. Her works and performances have been 
premiered at galleries and museums such as MoMA PS1, MoMA, MoCA:NoMi, Perez Museum, BAM, Bass Museum, the 
Contemporary Museum of Montreal with the Montreal Biennial (2014), the Guggenheim Museum and film festivals such as 
Sundance, SXSW, and the New York Film Festival. 

Pascal Sender is a former master student of Peter Doig at the Düsseldorf Academy, and he devotes his entire artistic career 
to painting and the idea of the painterly. Sender’s work evolves around panoramic street art, sophisticated studio painting 
and, interactive painting which he streams as live performances via web apps. Sender takes advantage of the shared 
experience of all time available smartphone technologies and invites viewers to inspire his painting by liking or commenting 
his painting performance in the live stream. In this modern take on Surrealism’s automatic drawing, the seamless 
communication between the artist and his audience becomes an integral part of the aesthetic process and helps the artist 
breaking free from the digital isolation. 

Henry Swanson creates multimedia paintings and wall works that address the satire and performance of the masculine 
interface and the sensory stimuli that adorn those environments, allowing the viewer to more vividly step into the artist’s 
memory. Looking more deeply into amorphous masculine roles, Swanson’s work addresses the construct of the nuclear 
family in relation to the ideals of completion and forced comforts of the domestic environment; exploring through pre 
fabricated assembly line material. Influenced by a culture of southern country clubs, early Hannah Barbera, and a young life 
packed with Sunday School, team sports, and Sunday-morning funnies. 

Bjorn Stern - Curator  
The exhibition is curated by Bjorn Stern, a London and Brussels based art historian, critical theorist and independent art 
advisor. His previous exhibitions include, “La Bella Figura”, which addressed the challenges of creative production during 
the First Italian Republic in painting, installation and filmmaking, which focused on the post-war cohabitation of political 
and societal chaos and creative genius. Earlier curated shows by Bjorn Stern have addressed the history of Street Art, its’ 
anti-intellectual origins and its gradual transcendence into the general art world, as well as the acclaimed “In-Significant’s” 
exhibition that took place in Malmoe, Sweden in 1998, which accurately predicted the emergence of what was to be coined 
‘post-internet art’ a decade later. “Arena” is the continuation of a previous exhibition titled “Time Bomb” that Stern curated 
in the spring of 2019 in Spain that examined the concept of creative production in the wake of the separation of human time 
to that of database and online exo-time, as presented by social media and big data, and the challenges that this poses for 
artists. 

EAST PROJECTS 
Founded in 2019 by Ford Phillips, East Projects is a contemporary art gallery in New York, NY committed to promoting 
emerging artists. 
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